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Araali has enabled a travel e-commerce company to reap the benefits 
of managed Kubernetes on AWS (aka EKS) without sweating about 
security. 

The company was built with a cloud-first mindset.  “When we evaluate 
using any security vendor’s product, our first preference is that it be 
cloud-based,” says the VP of Engineering. “Next, we’ll see if it’s easy to 
configure, use, and maintain. And finally, it should not disrupt business 
or impact application performance” 

• The travel e-commerce com-
pany is focused on the Euro-
pean market and is disrupting 
the travel booking business 
by focusing on customer in-
tent vs. what companies pay 
them to list things out. Very 
similar to how Google dis-
rupted Yahoo search.

• In summary, Customers want 
action on intent while mer-
chants want the opportunity 
for acting upon the custom-
er’s intent. The company 
believes in creating an open 
marketplace that enables 
customers to broadcast intent 
to merchants while giving 
merchants a fair chance to 
compete.

The Customer

Security plays a Critical Role in building a great customer 
experience

Our mission is to be your eyes and guard your applications 24/7

The company provides travel services to its customer and makes it 
easy for customers to explore and book without too much effort. In 
the process, it collects and stores PII and PCI information to make 
subsequent visits seamless. “Now more than ever customers expect 
Amazon e-commerce experience where they save the information and 
purchase with a single click”, said the CEO.

The company uses Kubernetes to run its applications as it helps them 
to elastically scale with demands and also allows teams to work on 
loosely coupled microservices without depending on each other. As 
they built on EKS they realized that Kubernetes networking is pretty 
open. Most of the services are open and visible. Also, their k8s-based 
apps used other storage and DB services which could be at risk if the 
Kubernetes cluster was compromised. Even though data was kept 
encrypted at rest it was in clear when used by applications. “We tried to 
use different network security controls but it was hard to keep it in sync 
and at the same time be tight enough to prevent intruders.” 

“Also, after talking to Araali we realized that our apps are customer-
facing and hackers can exploit vulnerabilities to make their way into our 
Kubernetes cluster”, said the VP of Engineering. 

The company is also looking to get compliance certification. In the 
case of EKS, there is a shared responsibility model where AWS is on 
the hook to secure its infrastructure and Kubernetes control plane. 
But, the company is responsible for network policies and pod security. 
“Araali was able to provide visibility and created automated policies 
to auto secure our k8s clusters.”, VP of Engineering. The visibility 
extended beyond Kubernetes. The company was able to also visualize 
and protect other AWS services it was consuming by having Araali on 
the K8s clusters.  “Araali was able to give us clear DNS visibility and 
policies for all the external services our apps were consuming be it 
Ubuntu updates, GitHub, or other saas based services for payment and 
messaging”
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“We tried to use different net-
work security controls but it was 
hard to keep it in sync and at the 
same time be tight enough to 
prevent intruders.”

“Araali was able to provide visibil-
ity and give me confidence that 
our k8s clusters are secured.”, 
VP of Engineering.

With Araali in place, the company was able to secure its Kubernetes 
clusters and other services, both AWS and external that were consumed 
by its k8s apps. The company is ever more confident about its security 
posture and has full visibility and understanding of what’s on inside its 
apps/k8s cluster. This confidence is fueling its spirit to freely innovate 
without worrying about security.


